
Teakwood Stone Wall Frame
Mount Leaves Design 1 x 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 01724
Price: ₹10,640.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Wall Panels, Modern Sculptures, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Stone Mural Art Manufacturer, Stone Wall Decor,
Stone Wall Panel

Product Description

First impressions always matter, whether you live in a classic bungalow, a chic
brownstone, or a sleek ultra-modern abode, there is something from CRAFTS ODISHA
to complement your home decor.
The stone wall frame mount leaves design provides an expressive exterior touch.

Material: Teakwood stone
Dimension(HWL):  12 x 12 x 1.5 inch
Height: 1 ft
Width: 1 ft

Description of the charming teakwood stone wall frame:

It's a decorative stone engraved wall frame.
Having many beautiful flowers and leaves within the frame makes it more fanciable.
The art of stone engraving is an ancient practice dating back to the 13th century when
Odisha was ruled by different dynasties, and that variousness of culture is reflected in the
craft. 

Tips to elevate space with the stone wall frame:
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 There's no better way to add more design interest to a room than with this wall covering.
This beautiful decorative stone feature is timeless and sure to work in the bedroom, living
room, or even hallway space.
Add a chic layer of texture and depth above the wall of your bed.
Inject some serious personality into the walls of each room ceiling.
Go for a fresh, neutral finish paneling and contrast with an uplifting shade on walls to mix
things up with a two-tone scheme.
It will look stunning to line them up in your boundary wall border.
The decorative stone can transform a simple room into an extraordinary space.
 Placed it in the center of the wall paneling to become the focal point.
It combines with warm lighting to create a relaxed ambiance.

The process of upkeep of the decorative stone:

Commence the cleaning by gently brushing the surface of the decorative stone as it has so
many crevices with a soft brush to remove loose dirt and dust.
 Or you can use water to clean it, with a damp cloth wiping would be very useful.
Follow the above tips to Make decorative stones clean and tidy

Teakwood and Red Stone
Decorative Garden Lamp Post
Read More
SKU: 01716
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Garden Lamp Posts, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Lamp Posts, Outdoor Stone Lamp
Posts, Stone Lamp Posts for Export, Stone Lamp Posts
for Home, Stone Lamp Posts for Hotel, Stone Lamp
Posts for Landscape Design, Stone Lamp Posts
Manufacturer, Stone Lamp Shades, Stone Lamps for
Home Decor, Stone Lawn Lamp Posts, Stone Parking
Lamp Posts, Street Stone Lamp Posts
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Product Description

A beautiful way to distribute illumination & smooth refinement through the
decorative garden stone lamp post that establishes a creative spirit through its
intricate sculptural form.
 
Material: Teakwood stone statue
Dimension(HWL): 42 inch
Height: 3.5 ft

Features:

A high-class lighting fixture made from Sandstone for the garden lamp post.
The housing stands over a pedestal, on the base of the Hexa petal, surrounded by small
holes to disperse light.
Going to the upper part of the structure,  a bud is made on the lamppost at the Sikhara.

Embrace the outdoor look with the artistic lamp post:

Preparing for garden parties idea or a get-together? Then why not take a chance to show
off the artistically appealing lamp post?
In a zen garden, lawn, or park, the design would look beautiful if tucked among white
gravel that will certainly capture anyone's attention.
The front garden illumination is so important as it not only illuminates the walkways but
also gives light to the nearby curated shrub and hedges.
You can line up some lamp posts to enhance the look of stone paving or in the
landscaping.
Place it at the entrance of any home/office/restaurant etc.

Cleaning method for outdoor stone sculptures:

The outdoor lamp post should be cleaned whenever needed or twice a year.
Start the cleaning process by disconnecting the power supply before starting to clean your
lamp post.
Detach the bulb from the light fixture using a rag or gloves. Segregate the other parts of
the lamppost.
Tap the light fixture housings, to prevent it from running water to the socket area.
Using a bucket of water douse the detached parts of the lamp then rinse it with a brush or
sponge to detach the dust, debris, moss, and algae from the surface of the decorative
garden lamp post.
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Wipe off the bulb with a damp cloth and wait until all detached parts become dry.
Now put the bulb back and all other parts to their previous form and replug to enjoy
illumination.

Teakwood Stone Star Jali
Lamppost for Outdoor Garden
Lighting Decoration
Read More
SKU: 01712
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Garden Lamp Posts, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Lamp Posts, Outdoor Stone Lamp
Posts, Stone Lamp Posts for Export, Stone Lamp Posts
for Home, Stone Lamp Posts for Hotel, Stone Lamp
Posts for Landscape Design, Stone Lamp Posts
Manufacturer, Stone Lamp Shades, Stone Lamps for
Home Decor, Stone Lawn Lamp Posts, Stone Parking
Lamp Posts, Street Stone Lamp Posts

Product Description

This teakwood stone Jali star lamppost is a vintage shaped creatively sculptural way
to add accent lighting to the outdoor garden lighting.

Material: Teak wood stone statue
Dimension(HWL): 48 x 12 x 12 inch
Height: 4 ft

Description of the stone sculptures:

A classy lamp post made from teakwood stone for illumination of the outdoor ambiance.
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The pedestal stands over a petal base hexagon shape, having another base on which the
light fixture housing is placed on the top, letting the light flow from the starry holes of the
lamp.
Going to the upper part of the structure, a beautiful Sikhara is designed at the top of the
stone sculptures.

Enhance your house’s security, beauty, and value with the  lamppost:

A Lamppost not only provides safety and security but also adds an aesthetic appeal to the
outdoor space.
Install this lamp post in your front yard, garden, or pathway renders an ideal opportunity to
add some aesthetics to your landscape.
 Add some glamourous decorations near the pool with our lightning decoration.
Lamppost having a house number or pathway guide attracts the attention of the passerby.
Incorporating it at the entrance will be a lovely way to welcome both you and your guest to
your home, restaurant, hotel, resort, etc.
Make it reflect on the water by planting it near a fountain or swimming pool.

Cleaning of the outdoor stone sculptures:

Lamppost adds visual impact undoubtedly to any space, as our eyes go immediately to the
spot of brightness.
So, at some points, you need to give it a good cleaning.
Unplug the supply, and take out the light bulb using a glove or a rag. Remove the
detachable piece from the shade.
Clean away surface dust and dirt with a vacuum cleaner’s upholstery attachment, with a
sponge, or a dry microfiber cloth.
Use a clean cotton cloth, microfiber cloth, or a non-abrasive sponge to gently clean the
bulb.
Noe put the bulb and lamp back plug, to enjoy illumination.
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Teakwood Stone Flower Vase for
Outdoor Garden Landscaping
Read More
SKU: 01666
Price: ₹44,800.00 Original price was: ₹44,800.00.₹
34,720.00Current price is: ₹34,720.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Bird Bath / Decorative Pot, Garden
Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Teakwood Stone Bird Bath Statue for Outdoor
Garden, Teakwood Stone Decorative Pot, Teakwood
Stone Flower Pot Sculpture, Teakwood Stone Sculpture
for Interior Decoration, Teakwood Stone Statue
Manufacturer

Product Description

Teakwood Stone Lamp Post for
Home and Garden Decor (Set-
2pcs)
Read More
SKU: 01586
Price: ₹67,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Lamp Posts, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Lamp Posts, Outdoor Stone Lamp
Posts, Stone Lamp Posts for Export, Stone Lamp Posts
for Home, Stone Lamp Posts for Hotel, Stone Lamp
Posts for Landscape Design, Stone Lamp Posts
Manufacturer, Stone Lamp Shades, Stone Lamps for
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Home Decor, Stone Lawn Lamp Posts, Stone Parking
Lamp Posts, Street Stone Lamp Posts

Product Description

Teakwood Stone Lamp Post for
Park and Garden Lighting
Read More
SKU: 01585
Price: ₹44,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Lamp Posts, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Lamp Posts, Outdoor Stone Lamp
Posts, Stone Lamp Posts for Export, Stone Lamp Posts
for Home, Stone Lamp Posts for Hotel, Stone Lamp
Posts for Landscape Design, Stone Lamp Posts
Manufacturer, Stone Lamp Shades, Stone Lamps for
Home Decor, Stone Lawn Lamp Posts, Stone Parking
Lamp Posts, Street Stone Lamp Posts

Product Description

Elegance & functionality meet in this creative Teak wood stone lamppost. A nature-
inspired look to complement park and garden lighting measures 48 inches (4 ft) that
spark light from every angle. Material: Teakwood stone Dimension(HWL):  48 x 12 x 12
inch Height: 4 ft Treatise the garden landscaping illumination post:

A beautiful teakwood stone lookalike Sandstone lamppost is set forth here.
The smoothly curated lamp structure is standing over a plinth. The pedestal has a light
fixture house on top of it.
The light fixture house is a beautifully carved lamp post where you can insert your light
bulb, to disperse the light from many hollows.
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How do incorporate indefensible items like lamp posts:

This lamp post can steal one's heart at first glance. A lush green lawn lined with vibrant
flowers and vines installing your lamp post elevates the beauty of the exterior.
For a simple lighting effect, you can conceal them with shrubbery it will illuminate our
garden with a mystical aura.
The lamp can be used to light garden paths, and adorn the garden seating areas (built-in).
How about an illuminated fountain, brighten up your garden by installing the lamp post at
the pathway of the pool, fountain, and pond where light reflects off of the water.
Make your house always safe and lights up by installing a lamp post along the pathway,
leading up to the house entrance.
Give the old world charm to the garden, landscaping, and lawn to be easily visible in the
dark.
Install them along the driveway edge to provide illumination which not only helps you to
park but also illuminates nearby hedges too.
Using the light post at the entryway of any entrance on each side then there will be
something alluring. As all front garden / park / home needs lighting after night falls.
Plenty of climbing foliage over the lamp post creates a subtle glow and a soothing dose of
green.
You will be mesmerized by using it in the canopy, pergola, and deck after the sunset.

How to clean a lamppost:

It is not as hard as it looks, as long as you follow these quick and easy steps.
 Before getting started, it's a good idea to turn off the circuit breaker of the lamp and let
the bulb cool down before you start cleaning.
Disassemble the lamp apart, to give each piece a good cleaning.
Now with a feather brush or cleaning stick to dust off the cobwebs, and lose dust, don't
also forget to wipe the bulb. (It is safe to wear a glove on your hands before cleaning and
fixing)
Scheduling your lamp post-cleaning whenever you think the garden landscaping lighting
post needs cleaning.
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Yellow Teakwood Stone Outdoor
Garden Lamp Post
Read More
SKU: 01584
Price: ₹36,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Lamp Posts, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Lamp Posts, Outdoor Stone Lamp
Posts, Stone Lamp Posts for Export, Stone Lamp Posts
for Home, Stone Lamp Posts for Hotel, Stone Lamp
Posts for Landscape Design, Stone Lamp Posts
Manufacturer, Stone Lamp Shades, Stone Lamps for
Home Decor, Stone Lawn Lamp Posts, Stone Parking
Lamp Posts, Street Stone Lamp Posts

Product Description

The gorgeous lamppost for gentle illumination finishes in such a way to suit your
decor. The yellow teakwood stone outdoor garden lamp post illuminates the exact
brightness and color temperature you prefer. Material: Teakwood stone statue
Dimension(HWL):  42 x 10 x 10 inch Height: 3.5 ft  A disquisition of the decorative
stone:

The structure above is an outdoor lamppost.
A wide base on the bottom, where a plinth is placed atop which a light fixture house is
made.
The light fixture house is the place where you can insert your light bulb, with several
sectional narrow holes made to spread the lighting.

Light post ideas :

The front garden should be illuminated when night falls, especially around the front door.
Using it near any pool or pond where the soft light reflects off water, always looks magical.
Highlight built-in benches and other features of your patio for a warming, cozy glow with
this light post.
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 Add to the Alfresco for an enchanting vibe and boost the feeling of romance – perfect for
intimate evening gatherings.
Incorporating it into the driveway not only adds exterior illumination but also landscape
lighting nearby.
Putting them into driveway edges helps you to park and at the same time illuminates
nearby hedges too.

Care & maintenance of the decorative stone:

Any item that is kept or being used outside, requires regular care and maintenance.
Keeping it cleaned once a month will remain reliable for years to come.
To clean the statue first turn off the switchboard then, unassembled the detachable parts
of the lamp post.
Nest step to follow by detaching the light bulb using a glove or rag for safety.
Now using a damp cloth wipe down all the detachable parts one by one.
Use a vacuum or a cotton broom to dust the lighting fixture house where the chances of
spider waves and debris are gathered.
Once you are done with all the cleaning, now reassemble all the parts and fix the bulb in
its previous position, and enjoy the illumination.

Teakwood Stone Garden
Outdoor Lamp Post
Read More
SKU: 01579
Price: ₹49,280.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Lamp Posts, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Lamp Posts, Outdoor Stone Lamp
Posts, Stone Lamp Posts for Export, Stone Lamp Posts
for Home, Stone Lamp Posts for Hotel, Stone Lamp
Posts for Landscape Design, Stone Lamp Posts
Manufacturer, Stone Lamp Shades, Stone Lamps for
Home Decor, Stone Lawn Lamp Posts, Stone Parking
Lamp Posts, Street Stone Lamp Posts
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Product Description

An eco-friendly hand-crafted & hand-finished classic sleek homey garden outdoor
lamp post allows the light to dance through its cutout windows. Material: Teakwood
stone Statue Dimension(HWL):  54 x 12 x 12 inch Height: 4.5 ft  Discourse:

A beautiful teak wood stone lamppost sculpture is described here.
A sleek curated piece of art, standing over a plinth. The pedestal has a light fixture house
atop it.
The light fixture house is where you can insert your light bulb, with a design carved around
it where the light can disperse easily.

Illumination ideas for garden landscaping:

Incorporate lamps along the pathway and walkway of the garden, park, or lawn.
Rock gardens with sidewalk edges, also look amazing beside the lampposts.
Flowery plants and bold flowers complement the base of the lamp and make it the center
of attraction.
Incorporate it along the driveway to make the path illuminated.
For a unique look, don't hesitate to plant the lamppost on the lounge, patio, or deck.
Two lampposts by the entryway on each side of your home, park, or restaurant will
distribute light nearby in a gentle way.
If your garden has a pond, pool, or fountain then add a lamp on the pathway, or walkway
beside it, which reflects on the water and will create a magical view after sundown.
The pergola and the gazebo are fantastic ways to elevate the decor with the lamp.
Using sleek concrete garden edging surrounded by attractive garden flowers beneath the
lamp will heighten the sense of laidback.
 Beautiful flower beds and borders with few trees make a straight line with a lamp that
relaxes you after a hard day.
Give a wonderful look by incorporating beside a figurine, to highlight the sculpt amazingly.

Dusting guide:

Every art structure needs some care and maintenance to keep the charm and longevity.
Don't need to get stressed out, it will not require much time and effort. With a few steps of
dusting,& you are done.
So before the dusting, turn off the circuit breaker, for safety precautions.
Now separate each part of the lamppost, and take out the bulb by using a rag or glove.
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Take a dusting brush or feather brush to dust away from the spider wave, dust, and bug
debris. Also, wipe down the light bulb as dust must be collected over its surface.
Once all the parts are cleaned, put them back into the previous form, and enjoy the
illumination.

Yellow Teakwood Stone Small
Garden Lamp Post
Read More
SKU: 01578
Price: ₹14,560.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Lamp Posts, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Lamp Posts, Outdoor Stone Lamp
Posts, Stone Lamp Posts for Export, Stone Lamp Posts
for Home, Stone Lamp Posts for Hotel, Stone Lamp
Posts for Landscape Design, Stone Lamp Posts
Manufacturer, Stone Lamp Shades, Stone Lamps for
Home Decor, Stone Lawn Lamp Posts, Stone Parking
Lamp Posts, Street Stone Lamp Posts

Product Description

This yellow teakwood stone small garden lamp post showcases an unconventional
take on lighting concept. It is highly adaptable to a wide range of lighting needs. 
Material: Teakwood stone statue Dimension(HWL):  18 x 9 x 9 inch Height: 1.5 ft Feature
of the decorative stone:

A tier-based lamp post is described here, that is made from Sandstone which looks alike
teakwood.
Spacious hollows are carved so the light can disperse widely.
This carving shows how a simple stone can turn into a magnificent one when went into a
proficient hand.
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Transform your outdoor space with our expert tips:

The 1.5 ft lamp can highlight a deck with stairs, porch, or patio ensuring one will not trip
over in dark.
Give your guest a warm welcome by incorporating the lamp in the entrance of your home.
Besides Garden gnomes, the small flower beds light up a strong presence in your park,
garden, or landscaping.
Make a series on the edge of driveways that will look brilliant after sundown.
Incorporate it in your pathway home, not only improve curb appeal but also make walking
along the path safer.
Add real drama to your outdoor water features like a swimming pool, fountain, or pond,
illuminating walkways lead to the water feature add some near the water so the reflection
can be seen through the water.
Go one step ahead and mounted the lamp post on top of a wall.

Follow our little and easy advice to clean up your decorative stone:

Lighting is one of the important features of outdoor illumination and also adds a wow
factor to your exterior decor.
Cobwebs and loose dust often accumulates, which diminishes their sparkle, which needs
cleaning. Make this chore easier with our easy tips and suggestion.
Before starting cleaning makes sure the electricity is turned off. Take the bulb out of the
fitting using protective gloves, and let it cool down.
The lamp post is detachable so that each piece can be cleaned in properly. Now using of
lint-free cloth wipe the light bulb. Use a dust broom to buff the cobwebs, and dust each
one properly.
Once you are done with dusting, reassemble the lamp post, and enjoy the illumination.
Twice a year or as per requirement clean the lamp post with water by rinsing and
detaching all the grime and moss with a coco bru.
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Yellow Teakwood Sandstone
Elephant Animal Sculpture Set
for Garden (2 pcs)
Read More
SKU: 01509
Price: ₹109,760.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue, Elephant Statue
for Home, Elephant Statue for Outdoor Garden, garden
decor, Garden Stone Statue, home décor, Outdoor
Stone Statue, Statue for Home, Vastu Elephant Idol

Product Description

This sandstone baby calf elephant is enough to put a smile on its viewer's face. A
fantastic well-carved elephant pair of 2 ft sculpture made from teakwood sandstone
is especially perfect for any outdoor garnishing. Material: Teakwood Sandstone
Dimension(HWL): 24 x 12 x 24 in
Height: 2 ft Position: StandingFew points about the adorable pair of elephants: 

It is standing on a flat platform, made from the carving of a single stone.
Artisanal elegance can be seen from the engraving over the surface of the gorgeous stone
sculpture.
When the trunk is directed in an upward direction, its symbolizes joy and delight, which
bring fortune and success to life.
Holding a garland in his trunk amplifies the ravishing.

  The affiliation of the elephant with Hindu belief:

The elephant represents wisdom. So the holy creature is associated with Lord Ganesha,
who always bestows their devotees with knowledge and fortune.
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The elephant also serves as the vehicle of Goddess Laxmi, that is why she was known as
Gaja Laxmi. Gaja means elephant.
The elephant is also the vehicle to Lord Indra, widely famous as "Airavat".

Essential tips to follow  while placing the magnificent statue: 

A set of elephant statues that has their trunk raised in the air should be placed in the main
entrance, in such a way, that they face outward of your home, which will be beneficial to
attract positivity and prosperity. Placed them on both sides of the door.
As elephants represent leadership, wisdom, and vigor, placing them at your, office,
workstation, and wear house, by facing it to the north will enhance professional growth,
power and success.
Give your fountain, swimming pool, or water body, an awe-inspiring panorama by placing
the duo.
It is a  perfect choice to bedeck your garden, landscaping, and lawn.
Planting it on the sidewalk of your park, zoo, or restaurant will be ritzy to the spectator.

Cleaning and maintaining tips for the outdoor stone sculpture : 

Clean it with running water, or you can use a damp cloth to wipe down the surface of the
statue on every alternative day to maintain the glaze.

Teakwood Stone Round Shaped
Bellan Patta or Pedi 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01272
Price: ₹3,360.00 Original price was: ₹3,360.00.₹
2,800.00Current price is: ₹2,800.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, Teakwoodstone,
Teakwoodstone Chandan Pata, Teakwoodstone Sandal
Rubbing Stone chandan pata, Teakwoodstone Sandals
rubbing Stone, Traditional
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Product Description

Teakwood Stone Round Shaped
Bellan Patta or Pedi 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01271
Price: ₹5,040.00 Original price was: ₹5,040.00.₹
3,360.00Current price is: ₹3,360.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, Teakwoodstone,
Teakwoodstone Chandan Pata, Teakwoodstone Sandal
Rubbing Stone chandan pata, Teakwoodstone Sandals
rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description
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